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Final draft of master plan revealed
By ALISON WICKLINE

THE PARTHENON
A final draft of Marshall
University’s master plan was
revealed Monday with students, faculty and community
members in attendance. The
open house, held in the Memorial Student Center, was
designed to illicit comments
and questions about the new
master plan from outside
sources.
Marshall President Stephen
J. Kopp was a proponent of the
master plan open house.

“This is a very open process,”
Kopp said. “We like as much
input as possible, so we invite
that input. It provides very important perspectives for us.”
The plan, which is revised
every ten years, is a framework to guide the university
in its decision making during
the next ten years. It encompasses all aspects of Marshall’s
various campuses from signage to facilities to traffic
plans. A particular focus of the
new plan was improving the
functionality and lifespan of

SGA begins accepting
parade applications
By MORGAN WRIGHT

THE PARTHENON
Student
Government
Association is taking applications for floats and bands
to participate in the annual
homecoming parade on Oct. 5
at 10 a.m.
SGA wants to make this
year’s homecoming parade
bigger and better than ever.
Any student organization can
participate in the homecoming parade, and applications
are available at www.marshall.edu/SGA. The deadline
for application is Sept. 27.
There are three cash prizes
awarded to student organizations for best float. Third
place receives $500, second
place receives $750, and first
place receives $1,000. Any
organization that wins a cash
prize will get recognized on
the field at halftime of the
homecoming football game.
Along with best float, there
will be a high school band
competition. Cash prizes for
the band competition are
$750 for third place, $1,250
for second place, and $1,750
for first place.
The theme for this year’s
homecoming is “Mardi Gras.”
SGA is excited about the
theme and hopes the parade

facilities through renovations
and additions.
Team leaders from Michigan-based SmithGroup JJR, an
architectural engineering firm
that assisted in the master plan
creation, led the open house
and provided a solid overview
of the master plan.
SmithGroup JJR associate
designer Lauren Williams said
the project was designed to
focus balancing student success with the availability of
finances and resources.
“The main goals for the

project were looking at ways
to enhance the student experience at Marshall University,
and also to find ways to improve campus but be very
fiscally responsible and efficient with the use of Marshall’s
resources,” Williams said.
The
night’s
conversation mainly revolved around
residence hall rebuilds and
renovations.
Holderby Hall was recommended as a full demolition. As
a result, the plan outlines possibly forming a public/private

partnership, similar to the
Capstone-managed Freshman
Residence Halls, to add two
new residence halls. More student living space will also help
accommodate the projected
higher numbers of international students and a possible
Twin Towers residence halls
renovation.
Another hot topic of the
night was decreasing road
lanes from four to three and
adding bike paths to 3rd and
5th avenues to facilitate pedestrian movement and offer more

safety for alternative transportation. Team members said
they recognize that this would
require cooperation with
the West Virginia Division of
Highways and the city of Huntington. Audience responses to
both topics were mixed. The
main concerns seemed to be
funding for construction and
disruption of traffic patterns
without a significant response
from students.
Alison Wickline can be
contacted at wickline19@
live.marshall.edu.

Marching Thunder rolls toward gameday

will get more organizations
involved in homecoming.
“Mardi Gras is the perfect
homecoming theme because
it’s all about celebrating, having fun and adding more color
to your life,” SGA representative Victoria Perri said. “This
year I hope we not only can
celebrate the return of alumni
but also a win for the Herd. ”
Student body President E.J.
Hassan said that this is a big
year for Marshall.
“We want to display our
big year with our homecoming parade and homecoming
weekend,” Hassan said. “We
want to display our excitement to the members of the
Marshall community. We want
as many floats as possible and
as many students involved as
we can get.”
SGA hopes that this year’s
homecoming will be one that
alumni and current students
will be proud to be a part of.
“We looked back at yearbooks and some of the alumni
association floats were insane,” Hassan said. “We want
to look back and say that this
was the best homecoming
Marshall has ever seen.”
Morgan Wright can be
contacted at wright265@
marshall.edu.
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Members of the Marshall University Marching Thunder practice on the
Recreation Center multi-purpose field Monday, Sept. 9.

Center for Constitutional Democracy announces Amicus Curiae series lineup

By JUSTIN DePAMPHILIS

THE PARTHENON
The annual Marshall University Amicus Curiae lecture series
begins Oct. 8 with an appearance
by James F. Simon, dean emeritus
of the New York Law School.
This year marks the third
year of the Amicus Curiae series, which brings noted scholars
and lawyers to campus to speak
about historical and contemporary issues related to the U.S.
Constitution, law, politics and
governance. The series is sponsored by the Simon Perry Center
for Constitutional Democracy at
Marshall.

The lectures are free and open
to the public. They will be offered
from October through April in
the Marshall University Foundation Hall in the Erickson Alumni
Center. Each lecture begins at 7
p.m.
Patricia Proctor, director of the
Simon Perry Center for Constitutional Democracy, said the series
brings in nationally known experts in the field.
“The lecture series is a wonderful opportunity for members
of the Marshall University community and the community at
large to hear and interact with
notable authors and scholars

regarding issues related to our
history, our politics and the
workings of our government,”
Proctor said. “We have incredible
people coming here this year,
most of whom are published
authors and some of whom are
lawyers at the forefront of litigation concerning the issues they
will speak about.”
Proctor said she encourages
students, faculty, staff and community members, even high
school, to attend.
“I strongly encourage people
to come to the lectures,” she
said. “Our feedback during the
first two years of the lecture

series has been incredibly positive. People really enjoy these
lectures and the opportunity to
learn in this way.”
In the first lecture on Oct. 8,
Simon, author of eight books
on American history law and
politics, will speak on his most
recent book, “FDR and Chief Justice Hughes: The President, The
Supreme Court, and the Epic
Battle Over the New Deal.”
Other speakers in the series
include Louis Michael Seidman,
Carmack Waterhouse Professor of Constitutional Law at the
Georgetown University Law Center, will discuss his view of the

role the Constitution should play
in contemporary Supreme Court
decision making and whether we
should reassess the validity of its
supremacy in our law on Nov. 5.
On Feb. 4, Brian Dirck, a professor of history at Anderson
University and the author of
four books about Abraham Lincoln, will be discussing President
Lincoln’s views on race, American society and emancipation,
addressing Lincoln’s conduct relating to the Constitution while
he was president.
On March 11, David Rudovsky,
senior fellow and professor of
the University of Pennsylvania

Law School and one of the nation’s leading civil rights and
criminal defense attorneys, will
be discussing the fact that the
United States has the highest
incarceration rate in the world,
with prisons disproportionately
filled with African-American
males, and will address whether
our justice system is actually just.
Eric Rothschild, an attorney for
the plaintiffs in the first federal
court case to strike down a school
board’s “intelligent design” curriculum will speak April 1.
Justin DePamphilis can be
contacted at depamphilis@marshall.edu.

to learn about the services
available to faculty and students,” Hogsett said.
Michelle Barbour, Career
Services counselor, said she
believes “Pop in Tuesdays” can
motivate students to obtain
useful career skills.
“It will get students in the
door and they will understand
information they did not know
before,” Barbour said.
Resume development is
also a service that is provided

by Career Services. Marshall
University students have the
option to improve a resume at
Career Services if the student is
seeking a part-time or full-time
job.
“There are different phases
in the career development,”
Hogsett said. “Freshmen and
sophomores are probably applying for a part-time job.
Juniors and seniors could be applying for a full-time position.”
A
wide
variety
of

opportunities are offered to
students by Career Services.
Career advising and mock interview assistance are some of
the benefits of attending “Pop
in Tuesdays.”
“They will learn about tools
that are available to them,”
Hogsett said. “An interview
stream is a virtual mock that
will help students prepare for
interviews using their own
computer.”
The resources provided by

Career Services help prepare
students for actual interviews
when a student applies for a job.
Barbour said that mock interviews can help students seeking
a professional career.
“Mock interviews helps them
get prepared for real interviews especially when students
are asked to talk about themselves,” Barbour said.
To attend a “Pop in
Tuesday”
event,
students
only need to arrive at the

Career Services building on
Fifth Avenue between the Joan
C. Edwards Center and Harless
Dining Hall.
Students
that
attend
“Pop in Tuesdays” will receive a free bag of popcorn
along with additional career
resources that can help improve their opportunities for
employment.
Mason Haynes can be
contacted at haynes75@
marshall.edu.

MU Career Services Center sponsors weekly event for employment seekers
By MASON HAYNES

THE PARTHENON
Career Services is promoting a weekly event called “Pop
in Tuesdays” at the Career Services Center to assist students
seeking employment.
Denise Hogsett, director of
Career Services, said the event
will give students the chance to
gain useful career skills before
applying for a specific job.
“It is a way to encourage students and develop a connection
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Wife says George Zimmerman threatened her, but won’t press charges
By JEFF WEINER and RENE
STUTZMAN

ORLANDO SENTINEL (MCT)
George Zimmerman’s wife called
911 Monday afternoon to report that
her husband was threatening her
family, but she later declined to press
charges, police confirmed.
Lake Mary police Officer Zach Hudson said Shellie Zimmerman called
911, saying George Zimmerman was
threatening her and her father with
a weapon in a house on Sprucewood
Road.
In a 911 call released by police,
Shellie Zimmerman tells a dispatcher
that her husband had “his hand on his
gun and he keeps saying step closer.”
“Step closer and what?” a dispatcher asks.

“And he’s going to shoot us,” Shellie
Zimmerman replies.
However, Lake Mary police Chief
Steve Bracknell confirmed about 4:30
p.m. that Shellie Zimmerman and her
father, David Dean, had signed paperwork declining to press charges.
“They both have declined to press
charges against George,” Bracknell
said. “We have no victim, no crime.”
According to Hudson, Zimmerman
described his wife and her father as
the aggressors.
The incident played out at a house
where, the Orlando Sentinel reported
earlier Monday, Zimmerman and his
wife lived during his high-profile trial
in the shooting death of 17-year-old
Trayvon Martin.
Hudson said earlier that although

Zimmerman was not detained and
was not in custody, he was cooperating with police.
Bracknell said police would document the incident thoroughly in case
Shellie Zimmerman or her father
changed their minds about pursuing
charges.
Officers were also reviewing surveillance video from the house, which
may have captured what happened.
Police seized Zimmerman’s gun,
but Hudson said “more than likely
we’ll be giving it back.”
In the 911 call, Shellie Zimmerman
said her husband punched her father,
leaving a mark on his face.
“He’s shaking, he says he feels like
he’s going to have a heart attack,
his nose might be broken,” Shellie

Zimmerman said, describing her
father.
“I’m really, really afraid,” Shellie
Zimmerman said. “I don’t know what
he’s capable of. I’m really, really
scared.”
At another point in the call, she
warned her father to stay away from
her husband: “Dad get inside the
house, George might start shooting
at us.”
After reports that Zimmerman was
in police custody, reporters and news
crews flooded Sprucewood Road.
Zimmerman’s attorney, Mark O’Mara,
arrived at the scene about 4:10 p.m.
Shellie’s 20-year-old brother DJ
Dean told reporters that his mother

See ZIMMERMAN | Page 5

Voters reject airstrikes, question Obama’s leadership
By DAVID LIGHTMAN

MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON BUREAU
(MCT)
When President Barack Obama addresses the nation Tuesday in his bid
for airstrikes against Syria, he will
confront the most unfriendly political landscape of his presidency, one
where opposition knows no boundaries and Democrats, Republicans,
whites, blacks, Hispanics, old, young,
men and women all are deeply skeptical of the mission.
A solid majority of voters oppose
airstrikes and want Congress to reject Obama’s request for approval,
according to a new McClatchy-Marist
poll. A majority thinks he does not
have a clear idea of what he’s doing
with Syria. The ranks of Americans
who approve of the way he’s handling foreign policy have dropped to
the lowest level since he assumed office. And an overwhelming majority
insists he stand down should Congress vote no.
“Clearly, this president needs to
be very persuasive Tuesday,” said
Lee Miringoff, director of the Marist
Institute for Public Opinion in New
York, which conducted the poll.
There are two hints of openings for
Obama as he presses his case Tuesday, in a luncheon with Republican
senators and then in a nationwide,
prime time television address at 9
p.m. EDT.
First, Americans do see Syria’s use
of chemical weapons as a potential
danger to this country and its interests — 54 percent said it posed a
significant threat. Second, support
for airstrikes would jump from 31
percent to 47 percent if Congress
did approve, while opposition would
drop from 58 percent to 46 percent.
Obama appears to have more support in the Senate than in the House

of Representatives, where public
opinion often weighs more on members who face voters every two years.
“They don’t think he’s made the
case,” Miringoff said of the voters.
Regardless of how pollsters asked
the question, the same doubts surfaced. “The public worries we won’t
accomplish our goals and a strike
will have long-term consequences,”
Miringoff said.
Voters by 58 percent to 31 percent
oppose airstrikes. They also think
members of Congress should not authorize an attack, by 54 percent to 38
percent.
If Obama should go ahead with his
Syria plan after a no vote in Congress,
as the administration has suggested
it could, the public outcry could be
thunderous. Voters by 74 percent to
20 percent said he should not launch
an airstrike without congressional
approval.
Unlike most presidential initiatives, the usual partisan pressure
tactics don’t often work on a vote
for military action. Such votes tend
to be very personal and, more so
than most, driven by constituent
sentiment.
That sentiment is clear, regardless
of political party. Democrats were
opposed to airstrikes, 50 percent to
36 percent, while Republicans were
against a strike 66 percent to 24 percent. Independents rejected the idea
60 percent to 31 percent.
People indicated a yes vote could
mean political peril for members
of Congress. About one in four voters said they would be less likely to
vote for their lawmaker if he backed
Obama on Syria, while 13 percent
said they were more likely to vote for
a supportive lawmaker.

See SYRIA | Page 5

Should the U.S. strike Syria?

A new McClatchy-Marist poll shows registered voters oppose
limited U.S. air strikes against Syria in response to its alleged
use of chemical weapons on its citizens.
• President Barack Obama’s
handling of foreign policy
Approve

Disapprove

Support

38%

Oppose

54

31

Necessary

58

Favor

47

Oppose

46

20

• Is Syria’s chemical weapons
use a significant threat to U.S.
security, its interests in region?
Yes
No

21

• Does Obama have a clear
idea about what he wants the
U.S. to do in Syria?
No

54
38

41
51

• Will U.S. strikes discourage
Syria from using chemical
weapons on its citizens again?
Likely

74

77

Not necessary

Yes

• If Congress does not agree,
should Obama order a military
response without its approval?
No

54

• Is support from other
countries necessary before
a U.S. military response?

• If Congress agrees with
Obama on a response to
Syria, do you favor air strikes?

Yes

38

Oppose

• Limited U.S. air strikes on
military targets in Syria?
Favor

• How should Congress vote
on Obama’s request for a U.S.
military response to Syria?

Not likely

47
49

• Will U.S. air strikes on Syria
accomplish U.S. military goals?
Likely

Not likely

41
51

Source: McClatchy-Marist poll of 856 registered voters, Sept. 7-8, 2013; margin of error:
+/- 3.3 percentage points
Graphic: Judy Treible
© 2013 MCT

World is slightly
happier than it used
to be, report says
By DEBORAH NETBURN

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
Great news, Earthlings! As a whole,
you were 0.5 percent happier from
2010 to 2012 than you were from
2005 to 2007.
Statisticians may think that’s a
negligible number, but part of being
happy is looking on the bright side,
right?
This information on world happiness comes courtesy of the 2013
World Happiness Report, published
by the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Solutions Network.
Researchers analyzed data on happiness collected from people living in
more than 150 countries to discover
which have the happiest — and unhappiest — citizens and to see how
happiness has shifted around the
world over a five-year period.
The five happiest countries on
Earth are Denmark, Norway, Switzerland, the Netherlands and
Sweden despite the fact that they
all experience cold, dark winters.
All five countries are pretty much as
happy as they were the last time the
report was published.
The United States ranked as 17thhappiest country — slightly happier
than the citizens of Ireland (No. 18)
and a little less happy than Mexico
(No. 16). Americans saw their overall
happiness drop by about 3 percent
over the five-year period between
surveys.
Canadians are the sixth-happiest
people in the world. Israelis came in
at 11th, and the French rank 24th.
The unhappiest countries are the
Central African Republic (No. 154),
Benin (No. 155), and Togo (No. 156),
which placed last.
The authors found that in general, happiness was up 7 percent in
Latin America and the Caribbean,
up 5.1 percent in East Asia and up
5.9 percent in the Commonwealth of
Independent States (former Soviet
republics). It was down 11.7 percent
in the Middle East and North Africa
and down 6.8 percent in South Asia.
To determine which countries are
the happiest, the researchers asked
an average of 3,000 people per country to rank their overall sense of life
satisfaction on a scale of 1 to 10.
After analyzing tens of thousands of responses, the researchers
identified six main dimensions to
happiness, including income, mental
and physical health, social support,
freedom to make your own choices,

See HAPPINESS | Page 5

Obama calls Syria proposal a potential breakthrough; Senate delays vote

By CHRISTI PARSONS and
MICHAEL MEMOLI

TRIBUNE WASHINGTON BUREAU (MCT)
President Barack Obama on Monday called a Russian proposal to
put Syrian chemical weapons under
international control “a potentially
significant breakthrough,” but said
he isn’t giving up his efforts to
build support for possible military
action in response to the alleged
nerve gas attack last month.
“I think what we’re seeing is that
a credible threat of a military strike
from the United States, supported
potentially by a number of other
countries around the world, has
given them pause and makes them
consider whether or not they would
make this move,” Obama said in an
interview with NBC News. “And if
they do, then this could potentially
be a significant breakthrough. But
we have to be skeptical because
this is not how we’ve seen them operate over the last couple of years.”
Obama’s remarks came in a round
of interviews with six network and
cable journalists as he prepares to
address senators at the Capitol and
make his pitch to Americans in an
evening address Tuesday.
Senate Majority Leader Harry

Reid, D-Nev., delayed an initial vote
on a resolution to authorize force
against Syria, saying he wanted to
give Obama more time to make his
case to the country.
Reid’s announcement marked a
sudden reversal, just four hours
after he had said that senators
would cast their first procedural
votes on the resolution Wednesday.
Reid said he made the decision in
consultation with Obama. “I don’t
think we need to see how fast we
can do this. We have to see how
well we can do this,” he said in remarks on the Senate floor.
Reid denied that his decision was
an indication that there were not
60 votes to cut off debate. “What we
need to do is make sure the president has the opportunity to speak
to all 100 senators and all 300 million American people before we do
this,” he said.
While Obama and his team were
working on his appeal to the Senate and Americans on Monday, the
Russian foreign minister publicly
suggested that Syria turn over
control of its chemical weapons
to international authorities. Syrian officials reportedly responded
warmly to the idea.

On its face, the solution seemed a
convenient and timely solution for
all sides.
Syria has little defense against a
U.S. attack, while Obama is having
a hard time rounding up the votes
in Congress to authorize military
action.
But White House officials estimated that such a deal would take
days and weeks to pull off because
it would involve getting inspectors
into the country, finding the chemical weapons and then dealing with
a stockpile that the government of
President Bashar Assad hasn’t even
acknowledged in the past.
Emissaries for the president are
telling lawmakers that they don’t
know the details of the Russian
plan and doubt that it would come
to fruition if the military threat
were to evaporate.
Speaking to PBS anchor Gwen Ifill, Obama said he talked about the
idea of international control of the
chemical weapons when officials
met in St. Petersburg, Russia, last
week at the Group of 20 summit.
He said he has now sent Secretary of State John F. Kerry to talk
with the Russian architects of the
idea in greater details. Obama

OLIVIER DOULIERY | ABACA PRESS (MCT)

said he’s “all for it” if officials can
come up with a “verifiable, enforceable mechanism” to deal with the
weapons.
“But we’re going to have to see
specifics,” Obama told Ifill.
Obama made it clear in several
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interviews that he is still working to build support for military
strikes. “I think it is important for
us not to let the pedal off the metal
when it comes to making sure they
understand we mean what we say,”
Obama said on Fox News.
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Unpredicability a commonplace for Herd runners
By WILL VANCE

SPORTS EDITOR
On Saturday against Gardner-Webb,
sophomore running back Steward Butler
had perhaps one of the most dominating
single-game performances by a Thundering Herd rusher during the Doc Holliday
era, shredding the Runnin’ Bulldogs for
153 yards and three touchdowns on just
nine carries.
In 2010, Doc Holliday’s first season as
head coach, the Herd’s top three runners
totaled three touchdowns during the whole
season. None of those three players are on
the 2013 squad.
Martin Ward, the top rusher in 2010,
mainly played special teams after that season, and Andre Booker was moved to wide
receiver. Both graduated in 2012.
Tron Martinez led the Herd in 2011 with
649 yards and three touchdowns before being sidelined the entire 2012 season with a
mysterious injury and transferring to Montana along with his partner in 2011, Travon
Van.

The point of this history lesson is that
throughout the Doc Holliday era the Herd
has not had a player lead the team in rushing back-to-back years, and it has been
difficult to predict who will be carrying the
ball for the Herd.
The influx of young talent coach Holliday
has brought to the Herd is one obvious contributing factor to this. Butler, Kevin Grooms
and Remi Watson, all freshmen, combined
for 1,617 yards and 18 touchdowns, more
rushing touchdowns than the Herd scored
the previous two seasons combined.
This improvement is obviously not at the
expense of the passing game either, as exhibited by quarterback Rakeem Cato’s stat
lines.
The trio is diverse as well, with Grooms
using 4.32 speed on mostly outside runs,
Watson running primarily between the
tackles and Butler being able to do both
with a propensity to “bounce” runs to the
outside.
Redshirt senior Essray Taliaferro is
the wild card in the Herd backfield. The

past two seasons Taliaferro has seen
his carries increase as the weather
got colder. Coach Holliday has
talked about the luxury of having
Taliaferro fresh late in the season
when other running backs have
gotten dinged up. Now that a
strong summer has translated to
a starting nod for Taliaferro, it is
likely that another play will take
his role of late-season workhorse, likely Watson.

See FOOTBALL| Page 5

RICHARD CRANK |
THE PARTHENON

ABOVE: Sophomore running back
Steward Butler (20) celebrates with
receiver Demetrius Evans (4) and offensive
tackle Garrett Scott (76) after one of Butler’s
three touchdowns against Gardner-Webb
Saturday, Sept. 7 at Joan C. Edwards Stadium.
LEFT: Redshirt senior running back Essray
Taliaferro fights for extra yardage against
Miami (Ohio) Saturday, Aug. 30 at Joan C.
Edwards Stadium.
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Volleyball to open home schedule
against East Tennessee State
By THOMAS GREEN

THE PARTHENON
The Marshall volleyball team
starts their first homestand of
the season at 7 p.m. Tuesday
at the Cam Henderson Center
against East Tennessee State.
After taking a win and two
losses at the UIC Invitational
in Chicago last weekend, the
Herd returns to the Henderson
Center looking for win number
three on the season.
With Laura Der and Lauren Legge still absent due to
injuries, the Herd will rely on
senior middle back Sacha Byous-McConnell and sophomore
transfer middle back Ashley Arnold to push the team to victory.
It’s always hard to win on the
road, and the volleyball team is
no exception. Playing their first
eight games on the road did not
fare well for the team’s record,
which stands at 2-6.
“Our travel schedule takes
away from practice time,” Byous-McConnell said. “Instead
of leaving on Thursdays, we’ve
been leaving on Wednesdays
and Tuesdays. Road games
made it hard to get into swing
of things.”
The team is eager to play
their first game of the season
at the Henderson Center. For
some players, such as Arnold, it
will be their first career start in
the Cam.
“I’m really, really, really excited to play in the
Henderson Center,” Arnold

Junior setter Sammie Bane.

MARCUS CONSTANTINO | THE PARTHENON
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said, adding that the team
is pumped about having the
home court advantage at the
Henderson Center.
The Herd is looking to restart
its nine game win streak that it
held last season.
“We never want to lose game
at home,” Byous-McConnell
said. “We do whatever we can
to win at home.”
“We’re looking forward to
seeing the Huntington community,” Arnold said.
Practices are the most important part of preparing for
a game and head coach Mitch
Jacobs is a coach who takes
every practice very seriously,
according to both Arnold and
Byous-McConnell.
“We have to be ready for anything in practices with Mitch,”
Byous-McConnell said. The
team’s experience in practice
translates directly into every
game they play.
“[Jacobs] always brings the
energy, has a lot to say, always
wants to be there and shows his
excitement,” Arnold said.
The excitement generated
at the practices extends to the
court and helps players like Arnold perform at their best.
“Volleyball is energetic, the
team feeds off of everyone,” Arnold said. “The team that is the
most energetic will most likely
win.”
Thomas Green can be
contacted at green173@marshall.edu.

Will Mayweather-Alvarez
fight live up to the hype?
By BILL DWYRE

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
It is big fight week, so get on
your thigh-high rubber boots.
Floyd Mayweather Jr. fights
Saul “Canelo” Alvarez on Saturday night in Las Vegas. The
MGM Grand will be overrun with tattoos and muscle
shirts. Most of those will be
men.
You will hear and read superlatives worthy of a Super
Bowl. Leonard Ellerbe, Mayweather’s best friend and
chief executive of his promotion company, said in a recent
conference call, “This is the
most anticipated fight in the
history of the sport.”
Oh?
Boxing suffers from many
things during a promotion,
including a frightening loss of
perspective and a deaf ear to
history.
Ali-Frazier.
Ali-Foreman.
Leonard-Hearns.
Tyson-Holyfield. DempseyTunney.
Louis-Schmeling.
Marciano-Walcott.
Mayweather-Alvarez.
Which pairing doesn’t
belong?
Among the wonders of boxing is its unrepentant belief of
its hype.
Mayweather-Alvarez could
be a good fight, even great. It
also could be a crushing bore.
Mayweather’s
marvelous

defensive skills and quick
feet can, and often do, turn
opponents into awkward,
lunging brutes who connect consistently only with
the space Mayweather once
occupied.
If you care, you will hear
and read all the conjecture.
Mayweather is getting old
and at 36 is due to be beaten.
Alvarez is the perfect chosen
one, at 23 similarly unbeaten,
and with a punch that could
take out a wall. But can he
catch Mayweather? Are his
feet fast enough to cope with
the lightning bug he will be
chasing?
You will read and hear
about records, about how this
event sold out its 16,500 seats
at the MGM Grand in 24 hours
and will bring a record live
gate of nearly $19.9 million.
Much will also be made of the
possibility that they will sell
more than the record 2.5 million pay-per-views purchased
for the 2007 MayweatherOscar De La Hoya fight. The
purchase numbers may not
make it, but the revenue, with
pricing at $64.95 for a regular
view and $74.95 for high definition, will likely cover any
sales shortfall.
But that’s promotional
hype. The attraction of this
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YOU CAN BE HERD

Promising film season is upon us
In an age of remakes, overly stimulating action flicks and subpar comedies, the true Oscar contenders tend to get lost in the
shuffle.
However, film lovers have a lot to look forward to this fall, as
there are several movies worthy of the time, money and Academy Award nominations.
“12 Years a Slave,” tells the story of Solomon Northup, a black
man that was free, but kidnapped and sold into slavery. British
actor Chiwetel Ejiofor portrays Northup, and though he’s still
a rising star, he has a slew of impressive film nominations and
awards, such as the Laurence Olivier Award for Best Actor for
his portrayal in the 2007 stage production of Othello, a role
which Olivier also portrayed on stage, as well as in film. Ejiofor
will undoubtedly bring a lot of talent to the silver screen, which
will surely follow with much Oscar buzz.
A film that’s making it’s debut this week at the Toronto International Film Festival is “August: Osage County.” The film,
based on the Tracy Letts play of the same name, stars Meryl

Streep and Julia Roberts as mother and daughter. Supporting
cast members include Juliette Lewis, Ewan McGregor and Benedict Cumberbatch. A dark comedy, the story follows the Weston
family in the aftermath of the patriarch’s suicide. Streep’s character of Violet Weston is complex and much different from her
role as Margaret Thatcher in 2011’s The Iron Lady, so audiences
should be excited for another signature character transformation from Streep.
Another film set to premiere at TIFF is “Mandela: Long Walk
to Freedom.” Based on Nelson Mandela’s autobiography, the film
tells the story of Mandela’s early life through his inauguration.
Idris Elba, known most recently for his role as Stacker Pentecost
in “Pacific Rim,” portrays Mandela in what could prove to be his
breakout role. The film carries much cultural significance, which
should interest audiences and critics.
There’s no shortage of talent, entertainment or depth in this
year’s award season contenders, but perhaps what’s most important is that there are several contenders to choose from.

MCT CAMPUS

COLUMN

Tobacco ban infringes on ‘right to vice’
By HENRY CULVYHOUSE

COLUMNIST
I want to take my first column of the fall 2013 semester to take
aim at a topic that is dear to me: the Marshall University smoking
ban.
For those of us who were around last year, the campus-wide
smoking ban began as a resolution passed by the Student Government Association in October 2012, based off the responses of the
2012 Assessment Day Tobacco Survey, in which 71 percent of students and 74 percent of faculty favored a cigarette free campus. It
was then passed by the Faculty Senate, approved by the Board of
Governors and became effective July 1.
As I mentioned in an October column, I smoke two packs a day,
Winston’s preferably, so I am slightly biased on this matter. However, my opposition to the ban is also a product of my belief in
individual rights, one of which is “the right to vice.”
The right to vice is a person’s right to engage in hedonistic pleasures which may or may not be self-destructive, so far as their vice
does not infringe on the rights of others. Even though my Winston’s are unhealthy for me, I believe I have the right to enjoy them,
as long as my smoke does not trample others’ rights not to.
Along with litter, one of the biggest arguments in favor of the
ban was reducing secondhand smoke exposure for non-smokers.
I understand secondhand smoke is even worse for you than the
smoke I’m putting in my lungs. Research has shown time and
again if a non-smoker is exposed to secondhand enough times, in
confined spaces, he or she will develop health problems.

However research has proven inconclusive in regards to secondhand exposure in outdoor areas. An article published July 1 in
“Environmental Health Perspectives,” a journal sponsored by the
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, researched
available literature on outdoor secondhand. The article concludes research on outdoor secondhand exposure is scant. While
it claims higher smoker density, low wind and distance all create
more exposure; the jury is still out on how detrimental it is to
non-smokers.
In order to enforce the ban, the Student Health Education Program took away the ashtrays and posted a new “no smoking”
sticker on each door. And as near as I can tell, that’s all they did.
I’ve had a few pokes on campus in the past few weeks and nobody
has said anything to me. I remember when this policy was in the
cradle, there was talk about a fining system for it, but I have seen
no mention of it since. In practice, the ban is run by the honor system, which will be broken from time to time, leading to cigarette
butts littering the sidewalk still.
At the end of the day, the 71 percent of the 361 students who
took the 2012 Assessment Day Survey favored it. Did you take the
survey? Me either. Maybe we should have taken it. The survey was
what the SGA had to go on and they merely assumed it was representative of general opinion. While I do believe SGA should have
reissued the survey once it became an issue up for proposal, the
only people we can truly blame for this toothless ban is ourselves.
Henry Culvyhouse can be contacted at culvyhouse@marshall.edu.
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Which Marshall Artists Series event
are you most excited for?

Do you think that the United States
should interfere in Syria?

Jason Mraz
Bill Burr
Fall Film Festival

Yes
No
I’m indifferent

11%
85%
4%

Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.

COLUMN

Early words from Syria’s Bashar
Assad never matched reality
By MIRIAM PEPPER

THE KANSAS CITY STAR(MCT)
Just nine years ago, Syrian President Bashar Assad
welcomed a dozen American
journalists to his starkly opulent
Damascus palace on a hilltop
overlooking the ancient city.
Black government SUVs sped us
through the streets of the capital
to a red-carpeted entrance into
the soaring structure. He had an
agenda to show himself as the
enthusiastic new reformer.
“Definitely, we are going to
change,” said the then-39-yearold leader, apologizing for his
English proficiency, but holding
his own for 90 minutes with few
interruptions for translation help.
At that time in 2004, the U.S.
had backed economic sanctions
against Syria, alleging it allowed
fighters to cross its border with
Iraq to battle Western forces.
Assad denied all, chiding the U.S.
as not one to complain about
border issues given the porous
border with Mexico, and pricking
America’s pro-democracy mantra, asking, “Is it the democracy
of the Abu Ghraib prison?”
“We don’t know how sanctions
will affect us, but it’s not going to
stop reform in Syria,” he asserted.
Of course, there were centuries of traditions and customs
to overcome, he demurred. And
he was quite clear the U.S. prodemocracy efforts in the region
would not be the deciding factor.
Rather the Syrian way forward
would be self-directed.
“We have started a dialogue
here,” he said. “The road is still
very long. We are still in the beginning and we haven’t made
great progress.”
Those were the days when
Assad, the unexpected heir to his
father’s brutal dictatorship, was
preaching economic, social and
political reform.
He spoke of a desire to increase
job opportunities, improve living
standards, expand trade and provide more access to information
and knowledge. He called these the
“headlines of change” he backed.
But his truth-telling capabilities were seriously compromised
even then. He flatly denied Syrian Army influence in Lebanese

politics or sending arms to Lebanon. All well-documented lies.
But delivered with aplomb.
More pertinent to today were
charges then of advanced chemical weapons capability and a
stockpile of the nerve gas sarin.
While denying all, he eerily
proceeded to describe the toxicity
of chemical agents. Even a drop in
a glass could kill, he explained,
pretending to put a drop in his
glass. It was such a vivid demonstration that most of us on an
International Reporting Projectsponsored trip took a look at the
mystery juice we had been sipping and left the rest untouched.
Assad’s progress agenda has
fallen silent. The London-trained
ophthalmologist married to a
British-born former J.P. Morgan employee still operates brutal prisons
and has killed more than 100,000
of his own people since peaceful
protests first emerged in 2011.
Millions are now refugees
inside and outside Syria, and
Damascus is tense as Congress
considers President Barack
Obama’s request to authorize
a limited military strike in response to Assad’s recent and
repeated use of chemical weapons against civilians. Meanwhile,
Assad continues a bit of a public relations campaign, hosting
a select few journalists. The
stylish, suited leader with an
Instagram account attempts to
present an image of calm in a
nation wracked by civil war and
growing numbers of al-Qaidaaffiliated terrorists.
Early in his tenure, some experts suggested the young Assad
might not be the military-strongman of his father’s ilk. Now he
looks much like his father, part
of a minority Shiite faction with
no hope of surviving any future
coalition political solution to unrest. More likely, he could face
indictment for crimes against
humanity.
Given Assad’s history of
lies, lives taken and sanctions
survived, limited military action can’t be counted on to
drive him to change course. As
Obama said early in the uprising, Assad needs to go. But how
remains the difficult unknown.

GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Please keep letters to the editor at 300 words or fewer. They
must be saved in Microsoft
Word and sent as an attachment. Longer letters may be
used as guest columns at the
editor’s discretion. Guest column status will not be given at
the author’s request. All letters
must be signed and include an
address or phone number for
confirmation. Letters may be
edited for grammar, libelous
statements, available space
or factual errors. Compelling

letters that are posted on The
Parthenon website, www.marshallparthenon.com, can be
printed at the discretion of the
editors.
The opinions expressed in
the columns and letters do
not necessarily represent the
views of The Parthenon staff.
Please send news releases
to the editors at parthenon@
marshall.edu. Please keep
in mind, letters are printed
based on timeliness, newsworthiness and space.
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Biologist tweaks airport ecosystems to manage bird threats

BOXING

By SARAH ZHANG

fight is much more basic.
To many fans, it is a morality play, a good versus evil.
Can Alvarez finally take Mayweather out? Will the motor
mouth grow silent as it rests
on the canvas floor? Ellerbe
calls Mayweather the “face of
the sport.” Will that face be
bloodied and vacant when Alvarez finishes with it?
To Mayweather fans, it is
good versus evil, too, only
their good is Mayweather.
Won’t it be fun to see this
most-recent raging bull end
up on his freckled face, or at
least on his stool in his corner,
beaten for the first time and
blemished for the future?
This fight has many of the
ingredients that give boxing
its charm: revenge, anger, anticipated violence and greed.
De La Hoya has taken Alvarez under his wing. He badly
wants Alvarez to win because
it will be a huge boost to his
Golden Boy Promotions. Also,
he’s not all that fond of Mayweather, and the feeling is
mutual. They set a financial
record together in Mayweather’s split decision in 2007, and
they are business partners in
this promotion, but they don’t
go out to lunch a lot.
Mayweather will be paid
$41.5 million for this fight.
(Alvarez is guaranteed $6 million.) De La Hoya’s promotion
company will do nicely, too,
depending on the pay-perviews. Forbes magazine lists
Mayweather as the wealthiest
athlete in the country right

THE SEATTLE TIMES (MCT)
Steve Osmek is standing
next to a tangle of shrubs and
wildflowers, talking about conservation. But every 45 seconds
or so, a jet rumbles overhead _
drowning out all his words.
He's used to the planes by
now. As the resident wildlife
biologist at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, Osmek is in
charge of making sure animals
play nice with the planes. "If it
moves, if it has legs, I'm responsible," he says.
Sometimes, it's simply a matter of keeping animals out, like
the 12-foot fence that prevents
coyotes and deer from wandering onto the runways. But it's
more complicated for the airport's greatest wildlife hazard:
birds.
Bird strikes cost the U.S.
aviation industry $700 million
annually, according to the Federal Aviation Administration,
and more than 200 people have
died as a result of bird-plane
collisions in the past quartercentury worldwide. When
a flight taking off from New
York's LaGuardia Airport lost
engine power after hitting a
flock of geese but landed safely
in the river in 2009, it was
called "Miracle on the Hudson"
for good reason. Sea-Tac had an
emergency landing of its own
in 2002, when a Boeing 737
struck 26 birds.
There's no barrier to put up
against birds. Instead, Osmek
is talking about conservation
biology in a grassy field next to
Sea-Tac.
Airports are ecosystems despite all the concrete. They're
home not only to planes and
trucks but also pigeons, voles,
grasshoppers,
blackberry
shrubs, and even salmon, in
the case of Sea-Tac. Managing
bird strikes is about creating
environments that discourage
the hazardous birds, especially
ones that flock, like European
starlings, or large birds of prey,

like red-tailed hawks.
That means Osmek is actually responsible for things that
don't move and don't have legs,
either; he also has to think
about plants.
Inside the airfield, pavement alternates with patches
of grass, kept short to discourage rodents or insects that
attract birds looking for food.
The topsoil is low in nutrition,
to prevent grass from growing
tall in the first place. And the
grass seeds themselves were
chosen because they contain a
fungus whose taste drives away
waterfowl.
Around the airfield is a buffer zone of 2,646 acres. Plants
with berries, nuts and seeds
that attract birds are kept to
a minimum. Instead, Sea-Tac
plants shrubs with dense cover
that discourages nesting. Goats
were brought in to mow down
the especially pervasive blackberries in 2008, but they were a
little too good at their job; they
ate all the desirable plants, too.
Now the landscaping is done by
humans.
Sea-Tac was the first airport
to hire a wildlife biologist, in
the 1970s. Only a handful of
airports across the country
have wildlife biologists on staff,
though most contract such
positions out to the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection
Service.
"Sea-Tac has one of the
longest histories of wildlife
management," said Ed Herricks, a professor emeritus in
civil engineering at the University of Illinois. Herricks leads
a pilot project using radar to
detect birds at a few airports
including Sea-Tac, chosen in
part because of its detailed
wildlife-management records.
Nationally, airports are ramping up their efforts against bird
strikes. The number of damaging bird strikes has decreased
in recent decades, while wildlife
populations and the number of

aircraft have increased.
Osmek began his career in
marine mammal conservation
at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in
Seattle. He then moved to New
York, where he worked on bird
strikes at several airports, and
came back 13 years ago to work
for the Port of Seattle, which
oversees Sea-Tac in addition to
the harbor.
"We got into this because we
love animals," he said. "Here
you're trying to mitigate birdstrike hazards, and so much can
be done with conservation."
Even the airport's artificial
structures plug into a larger
natural ecosystem. Take the
stormwater-detention ponds.
To keep away waterfowl like
Canada geese, which are large
and like to flock, the ponds are
covered in nets and lined with
black plastic to prevent plants
that attract birds. This strategy has driven waterfowl away
from the ponds.
As unnatural as all this
plastic is, these ponds have
a conservation role. Because
of all the asphalt around the
airport, rainwater runoff can
overwhelm salmon creeks
nearby, so the water is drained
into these pools instead. In the
summer, the ponds can augment low water flow.
Airports, like any habitat, are
subject to the whims of nature.
Two years ago, the number
of bird strikes at Sea-Tac was
especially high; the 121 reported incidents were nearly
twice the usual number. The
culprit? Voles, small mammals
resembling mice, which had
proliferated during an especially wet spring and attracted
birds of prey.
Osmek and his team trapped
and relocated more than 100
birds in 2011; this year, which
has been drier, they've relocated 40 so far. The birds are
tagged and taken to northern
Washington on Bellair's airport
shuttles, and they choose to

stay in those skies.
The most interesting part of
the traps for birds of prey may
be their bait: pigeons culled
from the flock terrorizing the
airport's parking garages. A
pair of pigeons both spectacularly lucky and unlucky are
cooped in the trap's bottom
portion. They're fed and domesticated _ sometimes they
even lay eggs, according to Osmek. But they have to regularly
endure hawks swooping down
and almost eating them.
Invasive bird species, like
European starlings, are euthanized rather than relocated.
Osmek estimates they take out
a couple thousand starlings every year, and their bodies are
given to the Burke Museum,
which no longer has to buy
birds for students to dissect.
Since live trapping and other
initiatives began in 2000, Osmek says, they've seen a big
decrease in the starling population. At the same time, the
airport's surrounding area is
now home to more songbirds,
which do not flock.
Sea-Tac is also the first
airport with an avian radar system, started as a pilot program
to validate using radar to detect birds. Since it was installed
in 2007, the system has been
refined. At first, airport duty
managers would respond any
time a single bird showed up
on the radar, but by the time
they got to the site in their
trucks, the bird would be gone.
Now they know to look only
for flocks, which are dispersed
with fireworks-type "screamers and bangers."
Ultimately, there's no way for
an airport to be perfectly friendly
to the environment. It's humans
who are encroaching on the domain of wildlife. Instead of fighting
nature with more concrete and
asphalt, which invariably leads
to unintended consequences, humans can play by nature's rules,
too. And that's why even airports
need wildlife biologists.

Ohio man indicted after confessing on YouTube to drunk-driving crash

By MATT PEARCE

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
First came the confession,
now come the charges: Matthew Cordle, who confessed to
a fatal drunk-driving crash in a
YouTube video uploaded last
week that went viral, was indicted by an Ohio jury Monday.
Cordle, 22, said he had
crashed into a car driven by Vincent Canzani, 61, while driving

SYRIA

Continued from Page 2
“All of their voting does make
a difference to me,” said Lisa
Cullen, 47, a saleswoman and a
Democrat from Charlotte, N.C.
It also matters to Democrat
Gloria Mauricio, 63, of San Antonio, Texas. “I don’t want there
to be another war. They can
bomb us just as bad,” she said.
Republicans could feel the
most heat — one in three Republicans say they’d be less
likely to back someone who
supported
the
president,
compared with one in five
Democrats.
Overall, the survey offered a
portrait of a public with little
taste for Obama’s plan.
“Basically, we feel it’s a situation where it opens up so

ZIMMERMAN

Continued from Page 2
awoke him, saying there
had been an altercation involving George, Shellie and
her father, David Dean.
George Zimmerman has
changed a great deal since he
killed Trayvon, his brotherin-law said.
“Before the incident he
was probably the nicest person I ever met,” DJ Dean said.

the wrong way down a highway
in Columbus on June 22.
A Franklin County jury indicted Cordle on charges of
driving under the influence
and aggravated vehicular homicide. He is scheduled to be
arraigned on Tuesday. Cordle
could face up to eight years
in prison under the homicide
charge.
A spokeswoman for the

county prosecutor's office told
the Los Angeles Times last
week that officials planned
to use the video as evidence
against Cordle _ though that
may not be necessary, as Cordle has already said he plans
to plead guilty when he is
charged.
Cordle's identity is initially
concealed in the video as
he talks about the attorneys

he consulted after the crash
describing how they could defend him.
"They were convinced they
could get my blood test thrown
out, and all I would have to do
for that was lie," he said. "Well,
I won't go down that path."
At that point, Cordle's identity is revealed, and he adds,
"When I get charged, I will
plead guilty."

many other wounds and difficulties in the international
arena we’re involved in,” said
Rema Gray-Olyphant, a retired
teacher from Melbourne, Fla.
Voters do support Obama
asking Congress for approval.
“I think it’s important, with
what happened over the last
decade, that they see our government ... as one body,” said
Louis Dominguez, 66, a retired
teacher from San Pedro, Calif.,
referring to lengthy wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan.
The president’s job approval rating was 44 percent,
up slightly from July. But 54
percent dislike his handling of
foreign policy, a sharp increase
from July and the first time
since he became president in
January 2009 that a majority have disapproved. The 38

percent who do approve of his
foreign policy work is the lowest of his presidency.
Obama’s
recent
action
“makes us look weak. He has
made a mockery out of our foreign policy,” said Rick Turner,
39, who works in the Dallas
restaurant industry. “I would
have supported America’s use
of force if we [hadn’t] hemmed
and hawed about it. I think we
have lost every advantage that
we had.”
Judy Crow O’Donnell, a retired clergywoman from Fort
Worth, Texas, still backs Obama
but opposes the airstrikes.
“I am glad that he is bringing in Congress, but I am also
a pacifist, and I think violence
begets violence,” she said.
Americans also want help
from other nations. By 77

percent to 21 percent, respondents wanted the U.S. to have
support from other countries.
Great Britain, traditionally one
of the United States’ strongest
allies, won’t be part of a coalition, as its House of Commons
voted against the mission.
Even limited strikes — “unbelievably small,” Secretary of
State John Kerry has said —
worry Americans.
By 55 percent to 39 percent, they said such action
would make it likely the U.S.
was in for a long-term military commitment in Syria.
Nor do people think Syria will
be discouraged from using
chemical weapons. By a slim
margin, 49 percent to 47 percent, the public thinks that
country is likely to use such
weapons.

“I think the guilt and self-hatred got to him.”
A gray Honda Ridgeline,
similar to one driven by
Zimmerman when he was
ticketed last week in Lake
Mary, was parked out front
of the house — the same
home where the couple had
lived in hiding from September 2012 through at least the
end of Zimmerman’s trial
July 13.

Zimmerman
had
successfully kept his hideout a
secret for a year, but on Monday that fell apart when his
estranged wife called police.
Three news helicopters
hovered overhead at 3:30
p.m. and TV news trucks
lined what had been a very
quiet residential street near
Seminole State College.
In her divorce petition
filed last week, Shellie

Zimmerman wrote that the
couple had separated Aug.
13.
A former neighborhood
watch volunteer, Zimmerman was acquitted in July of
murder in Feb. 26, 2012, the
killing of Martin, an unarmed
Miami Gardens teenager.
Zimmerman said he fired
on the teen in self-defense.
The case sparked outrage
and widespread protests
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FOOTBALL

Continued from Page 3
Just the fact that the Herd
can save a starting-caliber
runner on the bench alone
is a testament to how far the
backfield has come in just a
few years. When Doc Holliday
took over the Herd in 2010 he
was touted as a great recruiter

HAPPINESS

Continued from Page 2
being inclined to help
others, and living under a government that doesn’t seem
corrupt.
“There is no one key to a
society’s well-being, but if
you take these variables, they

now. De La Hoya’s nickname is
the Golden Boy, but that may
better suit Mayweather.
They have labeled this
fight “The One.” If that appears to arrogantly dismiss
all the others that have come
before, boxing doesn’t care.
It lives for today. Yesterday
is good mostly for schmaltzy
documentaries.
The buzz will begin Tuesday. The boxers will make
“Grand Arrivals,” kind of like
they are conquering kings returning from the battlefield.
Sometimes, they actually ride
in chariots, carry spears and
wear huge helmets with big
feathers. We don’t make this
up.
Wednesday will be the final
news conference, where more
outrageous,
opinionated
things will be said so they can
be typed and broadcast to the
world.
Still, by Saturday night, despite all this, the sports fan
will want to know, will want
to watch. In this regard, we
are all like NASCAR fans who
swear they don’t go to the
races to see the wrecks. They
do, and when Mayweather
fights Alvarez, we have to see.
They will step in the ring.
Words won’t matter anymore.
Nor will predictions and opinions. By the third round or so,
it will become clear which one
can walk the walk. Or if both
can.
Words are words. Punches
are reality.
When there is enough of the
latter, in quality and quantity,
it makes wading through all
the blather worth it.
and the results are churning
out yards for the Herd so far
in the 2013 season.
For the team to achieve
its lofty goals for 2013, the
loaded backfield will have to
continue to produce for the
Herd.
Will Vance can be contacted
at
vance162@
marshall.edu.

explain about three-quarters
of the observed variation
across countries,” said Jeffrey
Sachs, director of the Earth Institute at Columbia University
and an author of the report.
He added that governments
around the world have expressed great interest in the
report.
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PICKS | TOP TEN BEST PICTURE WINNERS

1. "The Godfather" (1972)

7. "Casablanca" (1942)

3. "Forrest Gump" (1994)

8. "Titanic" (1997)

4. "The King's Speech" (2010)

9. "Gladiator" (2000)

5. "No Country for Old Men" (2007)

10. "Platoon" (1986)
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Leave the gun,
“take
the cannoli.

6. "Rocky" (1976)

2. "Argo" (2012)

6

– Peter Clemenza, "The Godfather"
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FESTIVAL FUELS OSCAR PREDICTIONS
By STEVEN ZEITCHIK

LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
To most movie fans, the Toronto
International Film Festival that
kicked off Thursday is simply a
showcase for many of the fall’s most
anticipated titles.
But to the studios and filmmakers
exhibiting these movies, it represents
something more complicated: a set of
carefully constructed strategies that
seek to balance hype and expectation,
prestige and populism, in the high
stakes bid for Oscars and dollars.
Stars, audiences and media will
gather at the city’s elegant Roy
Thomson Hall for the opening-night
premiere of “The Fifth Estate,” Bill
Condon’s look at Julian Assange
and WikiLeaks starring Benedict
Cumberbatch as the polarizing information crusader.
The event marks the start of an 11-day
extravaganza that in many ways shapes
the fortunes of the film season ahead.
How a movie is received at Toronto
goes a long way toward determining
its success; in recent years, over-thetop reactions to “Slumdog Millionaire”
and “Argo” sent those films on their
way to box office and awards success.
But the festival game has become a

more slippery enterprise than ever.
At a time when social media have
cranked up pre-release publicity
ever louder, deciding which festival
to take a fall title to — or whether
to take it to one at all — is fraught
with uncertainty. Studio marketers
and awards season consultants must
wrestle with such questions as:
Does exposing a movie to the glare
of an unpredictable blogosphere
pose too much of a risk?
Does a prime festival slot offer a
stamp of quality that money could never
buy? Or does it raise expectations to a
level few films can actually match?
Does premiering a movie weeks or
months before it comes to theaters
carry much value at a time when the
public can have the attention span of
a mosquito?
Toronto poses a particular appeal
because of the volume of titles and the
large media interest. Toronto fest chief
Cameron Bailey touted that role, noting that Toronto set a record with 140
premieres last year and was likely to
break it this year. “It’s one-stop shopping for media, for audiences and for
the business,” he said.
Some movies will arrive in Toronto after playing recent festivals in

Telluride or Venice, looking to build
on momentum, including the Alfonso
Cuaron sci-fi pic “Gravity,” the Denis
Villeneuve kidnapping thriller “Prisoners” and the Steve McQueen period
drama “12 Years a Slave.”
Other movies will be given their
world premieres at Toronto (JeanMarc Vallee’s AIDS drama “The
Dallas Buyers Club,” Justin Chadwick’s biopic “Mandela: Long Walk
to Freedom” and John Wells’ adaptation of the stage hit “August: Osage
County”) with an eye toward making
a singular splash at this festival.
Then there are the buzzed-about fall
movies that won’t be at Toronto at all,
hoping they can better stand out in a
less crowded environment (Paul Greengrass’ Somali pirate picture “Captain
Phillips” and Ben Stiller’s remake of
“The Secret Life of Walter Mitty,” both
being given their world premieres at the
New York Film Festival three or more
weeks later, or other would-be contenders such as Olivier Dahan’s royals drama
“Grace of Monaco” and David O. Russell’s con-man movie “American Hustle,”
which for the moment are bypassing
festivals entirely).
Warner Bros. decided to wait to
debut “Her,” Spike Jonze’s futuristic

romance starring Joaquin Phoenix
and due out Dec. 18. It will be given
its world premiere in mid-October
as the closing-night title of the New
York Film Festival and avoid the buzz
saw of Toronto, where movies often
play against stiff competition. But
unable to entirely resist the lure of
the Toronto media frenzy, the studio
this weekend will show footage from
the film and host a talk with Jonze as
part of an event it’s calling a “unique
interactive session” that it hopes will
begin stoking anticipation for the
film.
For years, festivals were an ancillary
part of a studio’s fall rollout, a way to
get some early buzz going but hardly an
all-important moment. Which festivals
a movie played was rarely a make-orbreak proposition at either the box
office or the awards podium.
That began to change a decade ago,
when the Oscars were moved up by
about a month, giving the festivals of
late summer and early fall more influence with voters, and in turn making
those earlier nominations and prizes
more central in shaping holiday
movie going choices. The growing
power of social media, with their instant reactions and buzz barometers,

has further pumped up the volume
surrounding the fall festivals.
In 2007, Focus Features debuted
Joe Wright’s “Atonement” to rave
reviews at Toronto, then went quiet
for several months before bringing
out the movie in December. In 2000,
“Memento” went even further, playing Toronto and eventually Sundance
and a host of other festivals as part of
a rollout that took nearly a year before hitting theaters.
That would be a difficult path to walk
today. Instead, many movies choose to
keep the time between a festival premiere and a commercial release as short
as possible.
Focus last week moved the release date of awards hopeful “Dallas
Buyers Club” from Dec. 6 to Nov.
1, compressing that gap. Other Toronto movies, such as “Prisoners” or
Ron Howard’s Formula One drama
“Rush,” are debuting in festivals
weeks before opening commercially.
“When it comes to media for movies, there is a beast that has to be
constantly fed, because otherwise
the news cycle will move on to something else,” said Andrew Kosove,
one of the producers of “Prisoners.”
“Waiting isn’t always an option.”
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McQueen film and others inspire at
Toronto International Film Festival
By MICHAEL PHILLIPS

CHICAGO TRIBUNE (MCT)
If Hollywood remains the
symbolic dream factory, the
Toronto International Film
Festival qualifies as the dream
factory’s biggest buzz saw.
The
movies
generating
the loudest, most persistent
awards-season buzz at this
most public of major international festivals, now in its 38th
year, often go on to conquer the
year-end lists and the Academy
Awards of the new year.
It worked for “No Country For
Old Men.” It worked for “Slumdog
Millionaire.” It worked for “The
Hurt Locker” and “The Artist” and
last year’s Toronto favorite and
eventual Oscar winner, “Argo.”
On Friday, day two of the
11-day festival (which operates on a $39 million annual
budget), tweets screeched the
news: the race is already over
nearly six months before Oscar
night on March 2. Following
its North American premiere
at the Telluride Film Festival a
week earlier, “12 Years a Slave,”
director Steve McQueen’s exceptional, brutally eloquent
account of the free-born Northerner Solomon Northup’s 1841
abduction into plantation
enslavement, destroyed the
public premiere audience here
in Toronto.
By the time McQueen’s
film was shown in a second
press-and-industry screening
Saturday the word was not
merely out, it was cemented.
This is the film to beat. By
Sunday morning, McQueen
(an Englishman who divides
his time between London and
Amsterdam) and his remarkable leading actors, including
Chiwetel Ejiofor, Michael Fassbender and newcomer Lupita
Nyong’o, looked a little gobsmacked by the response to the
picture, shot in Louisiana on a

relatively modest $20 million
budget.
Criminally few slave narratives have found their way in
front of a camera; if nothing
else, “12 Years a Slave” points
this out simply by existing,
let alone by being as powerful as it is. Screenwriter John
Ridley borrows liberally and
judiciously from Northup’s
memoir, published in 1854.
McQueen’s work exists on an
entirely different plane than
the facetious, audience-baiting
sadism of the recent “Django
Unchained.” Much of “12 Years
a Slave” is difficult to stomach.
Yet McQueen, a visual artist
who works in several mediums,
is neither clinical nor salacious
in his depiction of what Northup survived, and so many
others did not.
“The initial response has
been so amazing,” the Londonbased Ejiofor said over coffee
Sunday. “But I do want people
to look at it with their own
eyes. The thing about hype and
buzz is that it affects the experience, somehow. I want people
to ignore the buzz.”
And good luck with that. The
release of “12 Years a Slave” has
been moved up to mid-October,
a couple of weeks after general audiences will get a look
at director Alfonso Cuaron’s
“Gravity,” the festival’s other big
wow of the opening weekend.
Already an enormous success at the Venice film festival,
“Gravity” is “Marooned,” but
exciting. Stripped bare of the
usual expositional blah-blah
and relatively light-handed
when it comes to backstory,
it stars Sandra Bullock and
George Clooney as astronauts
on a routine space station mission spun, literally, into crisis
mode by a series of unfortunate
events.
It’s a small picture from one

angle: 90 minutes in length, two
characters on screen, and for a
good stretch of the film, only
one. But the visual impact of
“Gravity” is anything but small.
Shot in the most persuasively
immersive 3-D since “Avatar,”
Cuaron’s film (co-written by
him and his son, Jonas) makes
getting creamed by space debris look like the coolest thing
in the world.
Other early festival titles
have included director Ron
Howard’s “Rush,” a disappointing biopic of Formula One
rivals James Hunt (Chris Hemsworth) and Niki Lauda (Daniel
Bruhl), written by Peter Morgan, veteran of the two-headed
dialectical biopic (“The Queen,”
“Frost/Nixon”). Considerably
better, “The Invisible Woman”
finds Ralph Fiennes in front of
the camera as Charles Dickens
opposite Felicity Jones as his
much younger paramour, Ellen
Ternan. Fiennes also directs,
in his sophomore feature effort (he made the undervalued
“Coriolanus”). “An Invisible
Woman” is a Sony Pictures Classics release, rolling out at the
end of the year, in time for Oscar consideration.
At the annual Sony Classics
press event, which included
dinner for 100 or so, Fiennes
told me about his one and only
trip to Chicago (to hear Leonard Cohen in concert) and
talked about the Shakespeare
he’d like to crack next on stage
(“Macbeth”). Even here, though,
at a dinner showcasing work of
a distributor having nothing
to do with “12 Years a Slave,”
people kept asking about “12
Years a Slave.” You could hardly
hear the waiters over the metaphoric buzz saws.
Monday brings, among others, “August: Osage County.”
The Toronto festival continues through Sept. 15.
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